The Skykomish Story
Two of Sky’s old paradigmers recently emailed the Hotel, stating ‘The Mushroom Factory’ was
causing us (The Skykomish Hotel) to lose credibility with locals.
Let’s clear the air of misperceptions. There are only two reasons Hotel’s owners and agents maintain
and update the website, attend meetings, video events, produce videos and write articles:
1. To protect the Hotel from individuals and entities wanting to denigrate, take or claim the Hotel.
2. To provide micro level video and scripting content to an international off-shore group that will
produce a world class documentary and movie, graphically detailing how the Greatest Economic and
Military Power on earth became a Third World nation.
Hotel owners fully understood during the Mackner era that the physical Skykomish Hotel had been
lost and the real mission was to digitally preserve and document the Hotel, while also showing how
an industrious small town slowly but deliberately chose to descend from prosperity into the abyss.
Hotel owners have presented Sky with multiple opportunities to embrace the 21st century. All efforts
have been rebuffed.
Sky’s present mayor and council were fully apprised that the Hotel had been leased to a video
production company, a real estate company and an artist’s gallery prior to being returned to owners
following environmental remediation, and that the only thing Hotel owners required was that
operational utilities be restored as they existed when the Hotel was turned over for remediation.
The Town’s new Mayor, Fred Black, made it clear during several meetings that the Town would make
NO effort to promote or accomplish this. Hotel owners met privately with a member of Council,
suggesting the entire Council meet in open session with Hotel owners to seek solutions. This effort
too was rebuffed.
Sky’s School and the Post Office will be lost to technological advancement. This is a certainty. The
only question is the date on the calendar.
The Skykomish Hotel will be lost because Sky citizens chose to hang out at the Post and Cascadia
rather than Town Hall.
This story is not new. It’s been repeated throughout history. Click Here to see China’s new aircraft
carriers and what this means for America’s future.

